
MBNA Thames Clippers
Unforgettable experiences exploring London 

from the Thames

Corporate Hire



Welcome
The River Thames is the 
most iconic waterway in the 
world; home to the finest 
landmarks and must-visit 
attractions in Britain. 

It is also the home of MBNA Thames Clippers, London’s 
leading riverboat service. As well as providing 
commuters and sightseers with a unique way to get 
around the capital, we also offer a deluxe and highly 
versatile corporate and private hire service. 
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Whether transporting rock stars to sell out concerts, 
shaping the perfect intimacy of a wedding day or adding 
something special to a company function, our formula 
is simple - every client is different, so each charter must 
be individually designed to not just meet, but ultimately 
exceed, their needs. 

Let us show you what we can do.  
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Our Fleet MBNA Thames Clippers are the fastest and most frequent fleet on the river, with 13 vessels available for private hire. Each of 
our catamarans are spacious, stylish, climate controlled and staffed by a friendly and experienced crew. 

For our corporate and private clients we offer three different sizes of vessel with the option of carrying between 12 and 220 
guests. The route, length and speed of journey, stop off locations, style of catering, use of facilities on board and time of 
travel are flexible. 

This means we can deliver a vast range of events. From business meetings, pitches, presentations, networking days, 
conferences, PR exercises, celebrity parties and product launches to marriage celebrations and excursions for family and 
friends. 

We apply our expertise in hospitality and knowledge of the river to create the right mood and feel for your specific function. 

138 Capacity Vessels220 Capacity Vessels 62 Capacity Vessels Executive launch, 12 Capacity



Zoom Transfer
Transfer your guests or delegates from pier to pier, at any 
time of day. Makes any journey a striking change from 
the norm. 

“Sir James and Lady Dyson thoroughly enjoyed their time on the 
Clipper and were very impressed with the service and the speed!”

Helen Williams,  Dyson
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Fizz Transfer
Available morning, noon and night- nothing 
gets the party started like sipping Champagne 
on the river at 28 knots. 

“Your team provided a great introduction to our event. 
Guests arrived already in the party spirit having had a 
wonderful memorable trip along the Thames. For our 

overseas clients this was particularly appreciated. “

Trish Johns, Oil Spill Response Ltd.  
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Wedding Transfer
Let the river be your “something blue”. With enough 
space for up to 220 of your guests, our wedding transfers 
will make your special day truly memorable for all 
involved.  

“I will never forget sitting at the back 
of the boat with a glass of Champagne 

in my hand being serenaded by a 
barber-shop quartet and seeing how 

happy everyone was. The trip truly 
made the day.”

Sarah Burr, Bride
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Boardroom Transfer
An impressive yet functional way of doing business with new 
associates or treating colleagues. Make your presentation 
seamless with the support of our on-board screens.

“I found your staff extremely helpful and professional on the day. 
Everything ran to time and our staff were really pleased with trip.”

Laura Stringer, GFK Marketing

“The trip and catering made our FIFA inspection visit a huge success, with 
the raising of Tower Bridge a true highlight. Your flexibility and patience 

with us over the ever changing itinerary was much appreciated and we 
sincerely hope to work with you again.”

Debbie Paul, Unspun
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Moonlight Transfer
As the city comes alive at night, bring your evening to a gentle 
close with an atmospheric journey along the river. Outdoor 
terrace space opens up to spectacular views of London’s 
starry lit backdrop. 

“The boat was superb! It looked like something 
out of Thunderbirds! We had a little tour down 

to Westminster to see the lights, then a smooth 
speedy crossing to the Globe.”

D Croft
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“Travel with the wind in your hair and 
the matchless spectacle of the world’s 

greatest city before your eyes!”

Andrew Gilligan, Evening Standard

Leisure Transfer
For those with more time on their hands, an impossibly 
relaxed method of admiring some of London’s most 
impressive landmarks. Afternoon tea on the Thames has 
never felt so appealing.
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It is not surprising that The O2 is a popular port of call for our corporate and 
private clients. Providing the ultimate stage for the most sought after names 
in music, sport and comedy, it has fast become the world’s most popular 
entertainment destination. North Greenwich Pier is just minutes’ walk up a 
covered walkway direct to the entrance.

As well as the breathtaking arena, under the 
venue’s unmistakable roof in Greenwich you will 
find: indigo at The O2- a more intimate venue for 
live gigs; a leading Cineworld cinema often used 
as a location for movie premieres; Building Six 
which boasts three floors and its own outdoor 
terrace, as well as 24 quality bars and restaurants 
in which to eat, drink and party seven days a 
week.

If you’re hosting an event at ExCeL London, 
transfer delegates across the river with Emirates 
Air Line, just five minutes’ walk from North 
Greenwich pier. 
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Our River Route
Our stretch of the River Thames hosts the highest 
concentration of landmarks in Europe, so we can 
always guarantee an impressively photogenic 
backdrop to any type of charter, as well as a myriad of 
things to do on your onward journey. 

MBNA Thames Clippers’ scheduled route operates 
from Royal Arsenal Woolwich (East) to Putney 
(West) stopping at all the major piers including 
Greenwich, Canary Wharf, London Bridge, 
Embankment and London Eye. As the river is 
centrally located and we have piers on both banks, 
other transport interchanges are easily accessible. 

Corporate and private hire clients have an even 
greater choice of points to board or disembark as 
we are able to use a number of piers not used on 
our scheduled route. Many clients have a set idea 
of their journey before they come to us. Others like 
us to work with them on a route that best suits their 
needs in terms of practicality as well as creativity. 

A wealth of Britain’s finest theatres, museums, 
galleries, monuments, attractions, hotels, bars, 
restaurants, nightclubs and shopping opportunities 
are a short stroll from selected piers. 
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Click here to view our corporate video

Our dedicated and enthusiastic events 

team at MBNA Thames Clippers look 

forward to hearing from you. 

Direct Line: +44 (0)20 7001 2201 

Email: sales@thamesclippers.com

MBNA Thames Clippers, 

3rd Floor Clipper House, 

Trinity Buoy Wharf, 

London, E14 0JY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-Fs3klEN8w&noredirect=1


Direct Line: +44 (0)20 7001 2201 

Email: sales@thamesclippers.com

MBNA Thames Clippers, 

3rd Floor Clipper House, 

Trinity Buoy Wharf, 

London, E14 0JY




